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1485 AAYUSHI  KANOJIA “Justice delayed is Justice denied.” In the context of the Indian Judiciary examine this statement.

1386 ABHAY  DAS Against the background of independence and impartiality of the judiciary. Discuss Judicial Activism against 

Effective Judiciary?

2095 ADITYA  BAREJIA Coalition government days are over in India. Comment.

1555 AKASH  KHANDELWAL Compare the pros and cons of having a President and a Governor in India in relation to their duties, 

functions, powers and other aspects.

2163 ANKIT  VORA Differentiate between Presidential promulgation and ordinance.

2575 ARJUN  KALAWAT Differentiate between the Criminal Courts and the Sessions Court in details with examples.

1540 AYUSHI  JASANI Discus the new format for the appointment of Judges to the Supreme Court & High Court and why has it 

been struck down by Supreme Court.

1384 BHAVEKSHA P PATEL Discuss in details issue of Ordinance and validity thereof, consequence of issue of Ordinance.

1969 DEVANSHI  KAMDAR Discuss in details the Finance Commission of India.

2088 DHANIK  VORA Discuss the duties, powers and functions of the speaker of the Lok Sabha in relation to Shri 

SomNathChatterji being expelled from the Communist Party.

1378 DIVYESH  PATEL Discuss the extension of the term of the Lok Sabha.

2386 FALGUNI  GUPTA Discuss the functions and functioning of the Prime Minister namely Shri Manhmohan Singh as the UPA 

Prime Minister in the last five years of tenure with Mrs Sonia Gandhi being the UPA Chairperson?

1379 FORUM C. MADIA Discuss the General emergency article 352 in relation with the causes, effects and consequences of the last 

declared emergency in India on 25 Jun 1975

1424 HARMANPREET  SINGH Discuss the powers of the President which he can exercise without the advice of the Prime  Minister and the 

Council of Ministers.

1942 HIRAL TUSHAR VORA Discuss the procedure of the impeachment of the President and the application of the same for the removal 

of the Vice President.

2148 JAYTI U PALANA Discuss with examples the increase in unruly behaviour in the Parliament and various State Assemblies, 

causes, reasons for not being able to control such incidents and your suggestions to deal with this trend.

1989 JINAL  KOTHARI Does the collective responsibility of the members of the cabinet hamper the decision making of the 

government?

2084 KINJAL N MEHTA Enumerate the qualifications (comparison) for becoming a member of the Lok Sabha, Rajya Sabha, Vidhan 

Sabha and Vidhan Parishad. Discuss the fact that these qualifications are allowing undesirable people to 

occupy high posts in the country, resulting in lowering the standard of administration. Make out your own 

qualifications for the four posts differently to ensure educated, well meaning people occupy high offices.

1778 NAVPREET KAUR ADIWAL Explain is details in the Joint parliamentary Session.

1431 PRAGATI  SHAW Explain the concept of fast track courts in the Indian Judiciary system.



2166 PRITAM MAHENDRA SHAH Explain the distinction between the Cabinet and the Council of Ministers.

1932 PRIYAL  ASHARA Explain why there is no leader of opposition in the present Lok Sabha

2096 RAHUL  BAREJIA Give out the Anti Defection Law in details. Analyse the short comings in the act which prevents the 

attraction of the law to defecting MPs/MLAs. Explain how the MPs/MLAs change parties without being 

prosecuted under this law.

2164 RAJ  MEHTA Has the independence of the Judiciary from the control of the Executive led to the interference by the  

Judiciary in the Executive.

2570 ROHIT  SHAW Have the Lok Adalts been able to give speedy justice to the common man.

2207 RUCHITA R SHAH How and when can the Vice President become permanently / temporarily be the President of the country?  

Discuss.

2574 SAHIB DEEP SINGH PARMAR How can a non member of parliament become a Cabinet Minister,  for how long and for how many terms?

1455 SHRADDHA  GATHANI If the Supreme Court is the highest seat of justice in India, is the International Court of Justice the highest 

court in the World. Discuss and compare the functioning and jurisdictions of the two courts.

1723 SOURAV  MEHTA In spite of having a well formulated, defined and structured judiciary discuss why relief to common man 

through the Indian Judicial system is not forthcoming?

2304 UVESH SAJID ESANI In today’s political scenario;  has the prominence  of the  regional parties reduced?

2384 VIDHI  GANDHI Keeping in mind the election results since May 2014 do you think there will be no place for coalition 

governments in India.

2457 YASH  JAIN Make a chart of various % ages of votes required for passing bills/ resolution in the Rajya Sabha & the Lok 

Sabha.

2014 YESHA  SHETH Make a comparative study on the broad aspects of the political system of India and Pakistan.


